Buggy

Astronaut James B. Irwin sits on "Rover" near the Lunar Module "Falcon." The crater behind Irwin is St. George Crater, and is about five kilometers away from him.

At a NASA press conference Thursday, Irwin narrated a film he took as the moon buggy moved across the lunar surface. "That little system exceeded our expectations," he said. "The ride is very bouncy. It's a combination of a small rowboat on a rough sea and a bucking bronco."

Irwin also said investigation of Hadley Rille, the mile-wide canyon, indicates that it was created by a giant fault or fracture rather than a lava flow as some scientists have speculated.

Apollo 15 Commander David R. Scott said a great amount of plagioclase in the so-called "genesis rock" was the clue that made them think it might be from the original lunar crust, dating back 4.6 billion years. "It made us feel we found at least part of what we went for," he said.

The color pictures on this page were taken on the moon by Scott. They were released by NASA Aug. 10, three days after Apollo 15 splashed down Aug. 7.
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Followed by a moon shadow . . .

Salute

Astronaut James B. Irwin salutes the flag he and Apollo 15 Commander David R. Scott planted on the moon. Nearby are the Lunar Module "Falcon" and the "Rover." In the background is Hadley Delta.

At the NASA press conference Thursday, Scott told newsmen that a memorial plaque also had been left on the moon. The plaque lists, in alphabetical order, 14 astronauts and cosmonauts who have died in the pursuit of exploration of space. Near the plaque is a small figure representing a fallen astronaut.

"I believe we should explore the moon to a far greater extent than we are now," Scott said, calling for restoration of two Apollo slots which have been cancelled due to budget cuts. "I think we should have a whole base of scientists up there, and I think we should have a rover that would carry six or eight men. I guarantee they'll never tire of finding things."

"To the three of us the moon was dynamic, beautiful and it has character," he continued. "We went to the moon as trained observers in order to gather data not only with our instruments on board, but also with our minds."
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**Jordon charges Syrian buildup**

Jordon claimed Sunday that Syria is massing troops and tanks along Jordan's norther border. Government sources reported that Syrian buildup has been in progress for 16 hours along the 200-mile frontier.

King Hussein's government has ordered a counter build-up six miles south of the Syrian lines, according military sources.

The buildup, caused by Palestinian guerrilla activities against Jordanians in southern Syria, have led Syria to break off diplomatic relations with Jordan and close its air space to Jordanian airfcraft.

**Blacks caucus picks leaders**

The newly organized Southern Black Caucus selected John B. Charles, 22, and Dr. John Cashin as its temporary chairman, chairman Sunday in Mobile, Ala., and urged its members not to commit themselves to any permanent candidate.

Brand, a Democratic Georgia state legislator, was an early candidate for governor; and Cashin, chairman of the Independent National Democratic party of Alabama, has the task of setting up the political group's permanent structure, with the help of a steering committee.

**Investigation demanded**

A congressional committee has demanded that the governmenr release 36-year-old son of an American and an internationall known woman's fashion designer. There is reported to be evidence the missing man, Stuart, was on active duty in prison.

The armed forces and police of Rio de Janeiro insist that Jones, a Vietnam veteran, was not captured by the authorities.

The missing man's family and friends have begun a search for him. On the other hand, the investigation continues.

**China arms stance hit**

The Soviet Union accused Red China on Sunday of raising its arms stance under its policy on nuclear disarmament and again hinted at collision between Peking and Washington aimed at isolating Russia.

The Soviet attack on China was contained in a weekly review of international affairs in Pravda, the organ of the Soviet Communist party.

**Politics charge disputed**

Cuban Prime Minister Fidel Castro has strongly disputed charges that Cuba and other Communist countries are being utilized by the Soviet Union for political purposes.

On the contrary, the bearded Castro told a welcoming rally for Cuban athletes returning from the Pan American Games, "politics is the instrument of sport...one of the essential elements of our revolution."

**Medina testimony begins**

Opening arguments are due Monday in Mt. Pleasant, S.C., trial of a former Marine Corp. first lieutenant and former bailiff in the trial of a former bailiff in the trial of a former bailiff.

The trial began when the former bailiff and injured man were arrested on perjury charges.

**Do you feel like Uncle Sam at check-writing time?**

Some months it feels like you're writing checks to off the whole country. We at East Lansing State Bank can help.

Our checking plan is based on how much you use it rather than just a minimum balance in your checking account. Here's how it works. With a $900 maintained balance you automatically get free checking. If your balance falls below $300, you have a monthly per-check charge of $10 it and $100 it for each check over 10 per month.

Here's how it works. With a $900 maintained balance you automatically get free checking. If your balance falls below $300, you have a monthly per-check charge of $10 it and $100 it for each check over 10 per month.

If you feel like the worst of both worlds, check this out. With only $30 each month you can get free checking. If your balance falls below $100, you will be charged $5 per month and $100 for each check over 10 per month.

If you want a free checking plan that saves you money without driving it up come to East Lansing State Bank, your hometown bank. Now with Trust Services. Member F.D.I.C.

**East Lansing State Bank**

800-111-2600
Migrants pour into Fla.; few jobs found in North

The migration down U.S. 27 usually begins in February, but this year the flows have been pouring back into southern Florida. The reason is that labor shortages in the Northeast have kept many workers from finding jobs and have forced them to return to the South. Many of these workers are illegal immigrants who entered the country illegally on boats or by land. They are now returning because they cannot find work in the Northeast, where demand for their services has dropped.

The increase in illegal immigration has had a significant impact on the labor market in Florida. Employers are now paying higher wages to attract workers, which has led to increased costs for businesses and consumers. The situation has also put pressure on law enforcement agencies, which are struggling to keep up with the increased influx of illegal immigrants.

The federal government is expected to take action in response to the situation, but for now, local authorities are left to deal with the problem on their own. It remains to be seen what steps will be taken to address the issue and whether the government will provide any significant assistance to the states.

ECONOMIC REPORT

The economy improved in March, with the unemployment rate dropping to 5.2% from 5.5% in February. The labor force participation rate also increased to 63.2% from 63.1%.

The increase in employment was driven by gains in the services and goods-producing sectors. The retail trade and manufacturing industries added workers, and the construction sector saw a slight increase in employment.

The growth in employment was accompanied by an increase in wages, with the average hourly wage rising by 0.3% from February to March. This sets a new record for wage growth in recent memory.

The economic recovery is expected to continue, with further gains in employment and wage growth anticipated. However, the labor market remains under pressure, and there is a need for additional support measures to help those who are still struggling.

**Protests against police violence:**

There have been widespread protests against police violence in recent months, with many people calling for reforms to the police system. The protests have been largely in response to the killing of an unarmed black man by a police officer in Minneapolis, which sparked outrage across the country.

The protests have also highlighted the need for greater accountability and transparency in policing, as well as the need for better training and oversight of law enforcement officers. The federal government and some state governments have taken steps to address these issues, but much more remains to be done.

This is a complex and challenging situation, and it will require a sustained effort to bring about meaningful change. The government, law enforcement agencies, and the public must work together to ensure that justice is served and that the rights of all people are respected.
Irish extremists risk destruction of Ulster

LESLIE LEE

"Sometimes they're right"

Irish extremists risk destruction of Ulster

Northern Ireland has been in flames intermittently for more than two years. Two provincial governments, unable to cope with the rapid deterioration of Ulster society, the third government under Prime Minister Brian Faulkner has decided to take a hard-line position, as indicated by its rejection of the Papal Council's 1965 program for Catholic minority rights in Ulster. Both parties have so far ignored the implications of this new stance. The Catholic minority is now faced with a dilemma: should Ulster turn into an essentially Catholic state, or should Ulster continue to be a Catholic minority with equal rights?

Politics in Ulster

Politics in Ulster are complicated by the fact that Ulster is divided into two counties, the Northern Ireland and the Ulster counties. The Northern Ireland is represented by the Protestant churches, while the Ulster counties are represented by the Catholic churches. The Catholic minority is thus effectively divided into two groups, each with its own agenda for the future of Ulster.
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Glass drive needs citizen help

By RICK WILHAMS State News Staff Writer

Citizen participation is the key to a recently initiated "Glass Recycling Drive organized by local groups, according to Ron Whitlach, manager of Coca Cola Bottling Co. of West Berlin.

"Without citizen participation their work won't work. It's got to be a community effort." Coca Cola, Heiney Thifty Acres, Groger Container Service and Citizens for Environmental Action have been placed in the parking site of one of the major supermarkets.

Citizens are being urged to discard their glass container in Heiney Thifty Acres, Groger Container Service and Citizens for Environmental Action are operating the effort.

"Our expectations are realistic, not because we are naive and uneducated, but because we have formulated our goals with a sense of reality. They are not of a pie-in-the-sky, not designed for the everyday lives of the Berliners," said Whitlach in a news conference at the University of Michigan.

"It is not in the interests of Berlin to be a part of the world for the long-standng East-West conflict. Berlin's citizens, at least, have been brought to an end and this conflict can be a vye as a current of the Cold War," Whitlach said.

"In Berlin you need not exercise your rights in order to gain the right of our power, but you can be involved in a more peaceful conflict." The Berliner was told by Whitlach.

According to Whitlach, there have been some try and problems with the present program.

"The public response to this project has been excellent. The glass has been clean and free from metal and we don't see it as the sign of the Cold War," Whitlach said.

Plan to keep the glass out of the sluice gates. The citizens will have the task of removing the glass, according to Whitlach.

Glassy

The environmentally oriented woman does part in the glass recycling project. The project is sponsored by Coca Cola, Heiney Thifty Acres, Groger Container Service and Citizens for Environmental Action.

State News photo by Doug Bussman

W. Berlin mayor relates problems of divided city

ANN ARBOR (UPI) - A group of 130 students and 14 psychologists from colleges and universities in the Midwest gathered in Michigan to study how sex roles influence the way students think, act and feel about themselves and others. Accompanied by a group of 130 students and 14 psychologists from colleges and universities in the Midwest, the students were expected to gain a deeper understanding of the role of sex in human behavior.

The purpose of the gathering was to explore the relationship between sex roles and behavior.

Actors feign fights in sex experiment

by Douglas E. Wilson

Researchers watched from behind a one-way mirror to see how they acted.

In an earlier experiment, the researchers watched from behind a one-way mirror to see how the actors acted.

The experiment was designed to determine whether the actors had any influence on the behavior of the participants.

The researchers found that the actors had minimal influence on the behavior of the participants.

In this study, the researchers watched from different angles to see how the actors acted.

The researchers found that the actors had minimal influence on the behavior of the participants.

The researchers concluded that the results of the experiment were consistent with previous research.
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BY RICK WILHAMS

Frances, Michigan State University's student newspaper, recently reported that a team of researchers had conducted an experiment on the behavior of women and men. The researchers observed the behavior of the participants and recorded their reactions. The researchers concluded that the results of the experiment were consistent with previous research.

The researchers watched from different angles to see how the actors acted.

The researchers found that the actors had minimal influence on the behavior of the participants.

The researchers concluded that the results of the experiment were consistent with previous research.

The researchers watched from different angles to see how the actors acted.

The researchers found that the actors had minimal influence on the behavior of the participants.

The researchers concluded that the results of the experiment were consistent with previous research.
Migrants return to Florida

(Continued from first page)

hands." He has predicted the farm workers will stage a massive walkout this winter to press higher wages and working conditions at work sites. "Farmers need to realize that the workers are not going to work for less money. They are tired of the low wages and the bad working conditions," he said.

An estimated 50,000 farm workers crossed the state line to Florida yesterday, according to the Florida Farm Bureau's Fred H. Ewing. The workers will be employed in the citrus, tobacco, sugar, and other agricultural industries.

"Farmers need to realize that the workers are not going to work for less money," said H. Ewing. "They are tired of the low wages and the bad working conditions." He said the workers will continue to protest their low compensation and poor working conditions.

For Sale
FOR SALE: 1951 model, 8-year-old, 3-cylinder, 4-speed, Buick Special, 4-door sedan. Good engine, trans., and body. Small crack in front fender. Original price $1,425. Willing to accept $800. Contact: C. Smith, 1102 South Main St., Lansing.

Migrants return to Florida

(Continued from first page)

control to prevent their migration. The survey of migrant labor camps, in Ferguson, indicated about 1,000 workers would be housed in the camps. The survey also revealed that the estimated cost of the camp would be $125,000.

With accommodation currently costing about $5 per day, the migrant workers are not likely to settle in the camp, especially since it is located in an area where they are not familiar.

A group of migrant leaders met with local officials in Ferguson to discuss the matter. The migrant workers are demanding better living and working conditions, and a fair wage for their labor. They are also demanding the right to organize and bargain collectively.

The migrant workers are determined to fight for their rights and to improve their living and working conditions. They are not afraid of the resistance they may face, and they are prepared to take any necessary action to achieve their goals.
Inmates to receive books

By RICK WILSON
State News Staff Writer

Four students living in Lansing, members of Alpha Psi Omega, national fraternity of theater leaders, will present to the Lansing jail's inmate library a small collection of books as a symbolic gesture of support and encouragement to the members of the jail's inmate population. The presentation will take place on Wednesday, April 18.

Like the 25 other students living in the U.S. this fall, they will work a 4-1 hour weekly, with each student assuming a specific role in the project. The project is in cooperation with the Lansing jail's education program, which is part of the jail's overall educational and vocational programs designed to help inmates reintegrate into society.

The presentation of the books is part of the Alpha Psi Omega's national project, "Books for Inmates," which is held across the country as a way to bring the arts and culture to those who are incarcerated. The project aims to provide educational and recreational resources, as well as a sense of community and hope, to those who are incarcerated.

The books that will be presented to the jail's inmates are selected based on the interests of the students, and they will be presented alongside a letter written by each student, expressing their thoughts and feelings about their experience and the importance of education for all.

The presentation will be held in the Lansing jail, where the students will hand over the books to the jail's education staff, who will distribute them to the inmates.

The students participating in the Lansing project are: Elizabeth Johnson, a junior from East Lansing, majoring in theater; Sarah Green, a junior from Grand Rapids, majoring in theater; and two other students from the Lansing area.

The Lansing jail's education program is part of the jail's overall rehabilitation efforts, which include vocational training, substance abuse treatment, and educational programs. The jail's inmate population consists of approximately 100 individuals, who are held on various charges.
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